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For each dihedral subgroup of the orthogonal group on R* z C there are 
a family of measures h(e”)* &I on the unit circle and associated commuting 
first-order differential-difference operators T,, and Th which act much like 
a/&? and ajaz. There is an orthogonal basis for L2(h(eiB)2 de) on the circle 
of polynomials expressed in terms of Gegenbauer and Jacobi polynomials. 
These are boundary values of so-called h-harmonic functions on the disk, 
that is, functions f such that T,, T,f(z) = 0, IzI < 1. 
There is a maximum principle for h-harmonic functions which implies 
the positivity of the Poisson kernel, namely, that kernel that reproduces 
such functions from their boundary values. The Cauchy kernel will be 
defined to be the kernel that reproduces functions in the kernel of F,, on the 
disk and annihilates the orthogonal complement of such functions in 
L2(h(eio)* de). 
The main results of this paper are the explicit determinations in terms of 
hypergeometric and Appell functions of the Poisson and Cauchy kernels 
for all the possible measures, namely, (sin* k(9)’ (cos* kfI)” d6’ with c1> 0, 
and b > 0 when k is even, /? > 0 when k is odd, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Further, 
L*(h(e”)* de) is the direct sum of two spaces of boundary values, one 
coming from functions in ker T,, on the disk, the other from ker Th on the 
complement of the disk (and nonconstant on the circle). 
The paper begins with the definition of T,, and T,,, and a statement of 
important results from previous papers. Next follows the construction of an 
orthogonal basis of real-homogeneous polynomials for L2(h(e”)’ de) which 
leads to a general formula relating the Poisson and Cauchy kernels to each 
other and to the standard kernels (a =0=/J). The kernels are then found 
explicitly for each possible h* (two types: B=O and /3>0). Further 
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investigation of the boundary behavior shows that there are logarithmic 
singularities at reflected images of the two arguments, in addition to the 
expected behavior of the kernels. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL RESULTS 
For k = 1, 2, 3, . . . let D, denote the dihedral group of order 2k consisting 
of the rotations z H ze21riilk and the reflections z H ZeZnijlk, 0< j< k - 1, 
ZEC. 
We will use complex and polar coordinates for C z R2, but 
“homogeneity” will be in the real sense (f(cz) = c”f(z), c E R, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
For any dihedral group D, the associated weight function h is a product 
of powers of the linear functions (on R*) whose zero-sets are the mirrors 
of the reflections in D,. There are one or two conjugacy classes of reflec- 
tions, and, hence, parameters, when k is odd or even, respectively. 
Fix k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . o := enilk, and parameters E, /? > 0, or /? 2 0 when k is 
odd, and define 
h(z)= I(zk-Zk)/2ilm~ I(zk+Zk)/21F 
Note zk - Zk = nrzd (Z - %I?) and zk + Zk = n,“:d (z - zO’j+ ‘); the 
reflection in the line z - Zoj = 0 is given by z H Zwj (0 < j 6 2k - 1). The 
corresponding group is D,, when /I > 0 and D, when /I = 0. (When CI and 
/I are integers, the absolute values in h can be dropped.) 
The normalization constant for h(e”)* d8 is caP := (2B(c( + t, /? + 4)) -‘; 
that is. 
cap f K h(e’e)2 d0 = 1; -n 
the L2-norms will be with respect o c,Ph(ei8)2 de, --7~ < 8 <n. 
The following operators map the space of polynomials (in z, Z) into itself 
and are homogeneous of degree - 1. Define 
where f  is a polynomial (or a sufftciently smooth function) in z, Z. 
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It was shown in [6] that T,,Th = T,,T,,= a A,, where A,, is the 
h-Laplacian operator. Say f is h-harmonic if A, f = 0; if f is a homogeneous 
polynomial then Jr, f(eie) g(e") h(e")' dtI = 0 for all polynomials g of 
lower degree than f if and only if f is h-harmonic [S, Theorem 1.73. 
Let V,, denote the space of h-harmonic homogeneous polynomials of 
degree n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . sometimes considered a subspace of L2(h(eie)’ de). 
Let Hi denote the closed span in L2(h2) of the polynomials in ker T,,. For 
a = 0 = /I the usual orthogonal basis for V,, n > 1, is {z?, Z”} annihilated by 
a/&, a/&, respectively. This situation is not generally possible for CL > 0. 
What is always true, however, is that {b,, z4n- ,(z)} is an orthogonal basis 
for V,, n 3 1, when 4, is the unique (up to a scalar multiple) element 
in V,nHi. Further Z$,- i(z) is h-harmonic, although not in ker Th. 
Also, just as (a/Z)zPfl=O. and zPn agrees with Z” on the circle, 
TJZ - $J+J l/z)(zz) - ‘<a + @I) = 0 for z # 0. 
The latter fact follows from the following identities (in which f is real- 
differentiable on some disk centered at 0 and g(z) :=f( 1/.5)/z; also 
y := k(GI + 8)): 
~h&)=(zv'(6(1/~)-(1/~)(~,f(ll~))~); 
T/J(zz)-Yg(z))= -(l/z)(zz))Pi (Thf(l/z))-. 
Thus, if Th f (z) = 0 then Fh( (zz) P7 f( 1/2)/z) = 0. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Ifd, E V, n Hi (n > 0), then 24,(z) E Vn+, and $Jz) 
is orthogonal to ker Th c L2(h(e’s)2 de). 
Proof: It was shown in [6, Theorem 2.111 that the adjoint Tc of T,, 
satisfies 
Th*f(z)=(l+n+y)Gf(z)-(n+y)-'lz12T,,f(z)) 
if f E V, and y = k(a + b), and Tz f E V,,,. Since T,~,(z) = 
(T&,(z)) ~ = 0, this shows that T,+?~,Jz) = (1 + n + y) z&z). By definition 
of adjoints, the latter function is orthogonal to ker Th. a 
1.2. COROLLARY. 
L’(h(e”)’ de). 
{#,(z), .24,,(z): n = 0, 1,2, . ..} is an orthogonal basis for 
Prooj: It suffices to note that dim P’, = 2 when n 2 1, and 
L2(h(eie)’ de) = C,“=, @ V,,. 1 
The projection onto Hi = closed span (4,: n 2 0) leads to the definition 
of the Cauchy kernel. For convenience we assume Ild,,l/: = 1, n 2 0. Define 
the Cauchy kernel C(z, w) := C,“=, d,Jz) b,Jw), with lzwl < 1 for con- 
vergence (will be shown later). 
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For any polynomial f E ker Fhr 
f(z) = cup sz f(e”) C(z, eie) h(e”)* dtl, Iz( < 1. 
-I[ 
The Poisson kernel which reproduces any h-harmonic polynomial in the 
disk is given by 
P(z, w) := f in(z) A(w) + f $,(z) W&(W) = C(z, w) +ZwC(w, z). 
II=0 n=O 
1.3. THEOREM. For each weight function h there is a positive kernel 
P,(z, w) not depending on k for jzwl < 1 such that P(z, w)= 
(( 1 - lz[* Iwl’)/l 1 - zWl*) P,(z”, w’) and C(z, w) = (l/( 1 - zW)) Po(zk, w”). 
Proof. Let C(z, w) = C,(z, w) + iC,(z, w) with C, and C, being real and 
symmetric. Then Re(P(z, w)) = (1 + Re(?w)) C,(z, w) + Im(?w) C,(z, w), and 
Im(P(z, w)) = Im(zw) C,(z, w)+ (1 -Re(?w)) C,(z, w). Since Im P(z, w) = 0 
we conclude that C,(z, w) = (Im(zw)/( 1 - Re(zw)) CR(z, w) and thus 
P(z, w)= ((1 - 1212 lwl2)/(1 -Zw)) C(z, w). 
Now let (Y”: n>O} be the orthonormal basis (Yne V,n ker(T,,)) 
associated to h,(x+iy) := 1~1” lxla (that is, the same a and B values but 
k = l), and let C,(z, w) = C,“=. Y,(z) E(w) be the corresponding Cauchy 
kernel. It was shown in [6, Proposition 3.93 that z’Y’,(zk) E Vnk +[ n 
ker(T,) for O<l<k- 1, and n>O. Thus 
C(z, w) = f Yn(zk) ‘I/,(wk) kg 
1 - ZkWk 
?I=0 /=O 
z’w’= 1 C,(zk,wk). 
Now define P,(z, w) = (1 - zW) C,(z, w). This establishes the stated 
formulas for P(z, w) and C(z, w). The maximum principle shows that 
P(z, w) and hence P,(z, w) are positive. 1 
Thus, it suffices to consider just two cases, h(x + iy) = 1~1” and 1 yl’ lxls, 
which correspond to Gegenbauer and Jacobi polynomials, respectively. We 
will show that P,(z, w) has singularities for z near Mi (fl= 0) or z near + W 
(a>O, fi>O) of order log lzTw/, when lzl < 1 =Iwl. For arbitrary k, 
Po(zk, wk) has the singularities log Iz T tie’j’“‘kI when w is near kZe2”q’k, 
O<j<k-1. 
We point out two interesting properties of ker Th. First, it is invariant 
under the rotation subgroup of D,, (or Dk when k is odd, and p =O); 
indeed 
where R([)f(z):=f(z[) and [=eXiilk, O<j<2k-1 (with j even when 
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/? =O). Second, there is a maximum principle, if f is nonconstant and 
smooth on the disk, Th f = 0, then 1 f I2 has no absolute maximum in the 
interior of the disk. The proof can be adapted from the similar result for 
subharmonic functions as well as the Green’s formula used in the maxi- 
mum principle of [IS, Theorem 2.101. We will show T, F,, 1 f (z)12  0. 
The product rule is T,,T,,(f(z) g(z))= f(z) T,,T,,g(z)+g(z) T,,Fhf(z)+ 
(qpz)( dg/dZ) + (aflaz)(ag/az) + cf”=, I aj(f(z) -ftzo’))(gtz) - g(zo’))l 
lz-Zw112 (where ai= a for j even, aj= b for j odd, w =enilk). Thus, if 
Thf =O and g=Jthen 
2. THE ODD DIHEDRAL GROUPS 
In this section, k is odd, h(z) = 1 (zk - Zk)/2il”, a > 0. To find PO(z, w) we 
let k = 1. The (nonnormalized) orthogonal basis for Hi is { #,,: n > 0) with 
q&(z) = cy+ ‘J(z) 
= r”(((n + 2a)/2a) Cz(cos 0) + i sin tX~Z~(cos fl)), 
n30 where z=reie, CIpL,“+‘) is the Heisenberg polynomial with generating 
function (1 -t$‘(l -t~)-~-‘=~~=~z~C~~+‘)(z), ltzl < 1, and Cz is 
the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree n, index c(. 
The fact that Zc!ZX*Xfl)(z) is orthogonal to C:;‘,+“(z) is a special case 
of a result of Greiner and Koornwinder [9] (see also [4, Theorem 2.71). 
We state ZC flu,+ ’ ‘(z) in terms of the nonorthogonal basis (d,, 4, > 
for V,, 
ZC~:‘,+‘)(z) = (-aCF”+‘)(z) + (n+ a) Clp+‘~“‘(z))/(n + 2ct) 
(see [4, Proposition 2.31). 
2.1. THEOREM. For h(x+iy)= Iyl”, a>0 and lzwl < 1, 
P,(z,w)=Il-~wl~~~~F, 
cr,a+l 4(Im z)(Im w) 
2a+l ‘- ~~--zW~~ > 
(2.2) 
= 11 -zzu’~~~’ zF, 
a, a .4(Im z)(Im w) 
2cr+l’ 11 -zwI2 > 
(2.3) 
=B(a, a+ 1).-I 10’ ua-’ (1 -u)Ol((l -U) 11 -zwj2 
+u I1 -zW12)p’du. (2.4) 
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Proof From formula (3.13) in [63 we have ljdnll:= (21x+ 1),/n!. Thus 
the Cauchy kernel 
C(z, w)= f (n!/(2a+ 1),) C~~+1)(2)C~~+1)(W) 
by Theorem 3.6 in [4], using Cjp~“+‘)(w)= C~““(W). This together with 
Theorem 1.3 establishes (2.2). Formula (2.3) follows from (2.2) by use of 
the identity 
and a hypergeometric function transformation, namely, 
(see Bailey [l, 2.4(l), p. lo]). Formula (2.4) is the integral representation 
of the ,F,-function Cl, 1.5(l), p. 47. 1 
B. C. Carlson [3] states the Poisson kernel for Gegenbauer polynomials 
in a form similar to (2.4) in an exercise (p. 228, 7.8-7.9). 
When jz] < 1 = 1 WI we have the inequality I1 - zwj’ = I W --z) 2 > (1 - (z) )2 
and thus P,(z, w) d (1 - IzI)-~~, by formula (2.3). When Im z = 0 it is clear 
that P,(z, eiB)(sin2 0)a d 1. Assume now that Im z> 0 and IwI = 1; we will 
consider the cases Im w 2 0 and Im w < 0 separately. When Im w 2 0, (2.4) 
shows that 
P,(z, w) < I1 - ZWI p2a 2F1(~;‘fa~;l) 
and 
I1 -zw12 2 (Im w)~+ (Im z)~ 
(note that 2F1(22+r1; 1) = r(2cr + 1 )/Z(cl + I)‘); thus P,(z, e”)(sin2 19)’ is 
uniformly bounded in this region. 
When Im w < 0 we use an analytic continuation of (2.1) (Lebedev [lo, 
p. 257, (9.7.5)]), 
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.(2Y(n+ l)- Y(a+n)- !P(a+n+ 1) 
- log( 1 - t))( 1 - t)“, 
where Y(u):=T’(u)/T(u), 11 ---I ~1 and larg(l-t)J <rc. 
Thus P,(z, w) = ) 1 - zWj 2’ (g,(i) -go(i) log c) with [ := ) 1 - ZWJ ‘/ 
11 -zzW12, g, and g, are analytic on {[: Ii] < l}, and g,(O)= 1. 
For the general odd dihedral case, we have P(z, w) = (( 1 - ]z12)/]z - WI’) 
p,(zk, wk) (for IzI < 1 = 1~1). The factor P,(zk, w”) contributes logarithmic 
singularities when w is near .?e2jinlk, O<j<k-1, the image of z under a 
reflection in D,. 
3. THE EVEN DIHEDRAL GROUPS 
In this section h(z) = I (zk - Zk)/2il” . I (zk + zk)/21”, with a, j3 > 0. The 
group is D,,. By using Bailey’s [2] Poisson kernel for Jacobi polynomials 
we will find P(z, w) for the case k = 1, when h(z) = 1 y(” IxIs. We use 
orthogonal bases for I’, consisting of four families, one for each character 
of D2(zZi). For z=x+iy=rei8, n=O, 1,2,... define 
Y,,,(z) = r2”Pf ~ ‘I23 lie “2)(cos 20), 
Yy,. 1(z) = r’“xPp- Ii23 p+ 1’2)(cos 28), 
Y’,,2(z) = r’“yPr + “‘* Bp “‘)(cos 28), 
Y&z) = r’“xyPf + ‘j2* 8+ 1i2)(cos 20). 
The set ( YH,i(z): n > 0, 0 <<j d 3) is an orthogonal basis for L2((sin2 e)z 
(cos’ O)p &I). Furthermore, $n.O and $,- ,,3 are in V2n, while Y,,, and Yn,, 
are in V2n+l. In terms of { Y,,j} the basis elements of Hi are 
42n(~)= ~,&)+i~n-~,3(z) and 42n+1(~)=(n+a+$) ul,,,(z) t(n+P+$ 
iY,,,(z) (see [6, Section 3.153). By comparing coefficients of z2” and Z2”, or 
zzn+’ and ZZn+i, one can show that 
32n- i(z) = - ita + B) b2Jz) + i(2n + a + P) 4,,(z), 
Zq52,(z) = (2(n + a + f)(n + p + f))-’ 
(3.1) 
.((B-a)~2n+1(z)+(2n+a+B+1)~2,+,(z)). (3.2) 
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3.1. THEOREM. For h(x+ iy)= lx\@ \yJ”, and Jzw[ < 1, 
11 -zzwJ2 
Po(z, w)= (1 +zq2’“+B+1) 
.F cr+~+l;ct+1,~+1~4(Imz)(Imw) 4(Rez)(Rew) 
2 2Lx+ 1, 28+I ’ 11 +zwJ2 ’ 11 fzlq’ > 
(3.3) 
(an Appell function) 
1 1 
.s s 
u~~~‘(l-u)~u~-1(1-v)P(1+2(Imz)(Imw)(2u-1) 
0 0 
+2(Rez)(Re w)(2v- l)+ Izw12)-‘z+B+‘)dudv. (3.4) 
Proof: The Poisson kernel 
lzwl < 1. 
For each j, the inner sum is found directly from Bailey’s formula [2], 
f r2”hj;i,d)P~6)(cos 28) P~“(cos 24) 
tl=O 
(y + 6 + 2)/2, (y + 6 + 3)/2 a* b2 
y+6+2;y+&6+$. 2a 26 
‘a+b+c’a+b+c 
where O<r<l, a:=sinesin& b:=cosOcos& c:=(r’+1)/2r, F2 and F4 
are Appell functions, and 
(/+6))-1 = p./+6+1 
n B(i.+l,~?+l))-‘j;~ P;*s’(t)2(1-t)7(1+t)bdt 
=(Y+1),,(6+1),(y+6+n+l) 
n! (y+6+2),(y+S+2n+ 1)’ 
n > 0. 
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We use the F, version and the formula (proven by comparing coefficients 
of X”Y” on both sides) 
AY A+l,B,C+l 
2(2C+ 1) 
f-2 2B, 2C+2 
;x y 
AX 
+ 2(2B + 1) F2 
A+l,B+l,C 
2B+2,2C ;x y > 
A(A+ l)XY F 
+4(2B+ 1)(2C+ 1) 
A+2;B+l,C+l 
’ 28+2,2C+2 ;x y 
for A, B, C > 0 and 1 XI + 1 YI < 1 (reminder: 
F2 
x, y) := f f (A)m+n (B)m (c)n Xmyn). 
mz(J n=O (DLI mrm!n! 
By use of this formula and the relation P,(z, w) = (I 1 - zWl’/( 1 - IzI 2 I WI ‘)) 
P(z, w), Eq. (3.3) is now established. The integral formula (3.4) comes from 
formula 9.3(2) in Bailey Cl, p. 773. 1 
The positivity of the ordinary Poisson kernel for Jacobi polynomial 
expansions can be seen directly from Bailey’s F4 type formula; this was dis- 
cussed by Gasper in his survey [S, p. 3903 on positivity. For our purposes, 
formula (3.4) directly exhibits P(z, w) > 0. Gasper [7] also found a positive 
kernel for Jacobi polynomial convolution. 
The next step is to analyze P,(z, w) when z is near an image of w (under 
the group D2). Let K(re”, e’“, u, v) := 1 + r2 + 2r(2u - 1) sin 8 sin 4 + 
2r(2u - 1) cos B cos #, the kernel in the integral formula (3.4) for P,. Note 
that K(z, w,u, v)= Iz-w12, lz-W12, (z+W12, lz+wI’ when (u,v)=(O,O), 
(l,O), (O,l), (1, l), respectively (and Iwl=l). Fix z=reie with O<r<l 
and cos 8 sin 0 # 0 (the excluded case will be discussed later). For any w 
with /WI = 1 let w, = e’) be a D,-image of w in the same quadrant as z (that 
is, w, is one of f u’, f W and cos 4 cos 8 > 0, sin 4 sin 0 2 0. 
By a change of variable (U M (1 - u) and/or v H (1 - v)) if necessary, 
the integral in (3.4) becomes ~~~~~“~“~(l-~)“~yup-‘+s(l-v)~-s 
K(re”, e’“, u, v)~‘- “pldudv, where (y,6)=( 0, O), (1, O), (0, 11, (1, 1) for 
w, = w, W, - ti, -w, respectively. Consider the integral in two pieces, one 
over the triangle R = {(u, v): ~20, 1130, u+v<f} and the other over 
the complement. In the latter region K(z, u’r, U, v) >min(K(z, wr, 4, 0), 
409'143,2-I? 
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K(z, w,, 0, i)). Further, K(z, w,, 4, 0)=~(lz-w,~2+~z+w,~2)$max((l-r)2, 
r2cos2B) and K(z,w,,O,~)=f(~z-w,~2+~z-~,~2)~max((l-r)2,r2sin2~). 
For fixed z this part of the integral is bounded above. 
The integral over Q can be written as 
GA,E,,(u,b,c):=jj UAuB(a+bu+cu)-A~B--g(U,U)dudu, 
R 
where E = 1, 2, or 3 and g(u, u) is smooth and bounded below 
(a = )z - wi1 2, b = 4r sin 8 sin 4, c = 4r cos 0 cos 4). Applying (a/&z)‘-’ to 
the integral reduces to the case E = 3 which is handled by change of 
variables. Indeed, let s = (2~ + b)u/(a + bu + CV) and t = (2~ + c)u/ 
(a + btl + cv). Then a(s, t)/a(u, U) = (2~2 + b)(2u + c)a/(a + bu + CU)~ and the 
image of Q is the triangle with vertices at (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1). Further 
G a,B,3(u,b,c)=(2afb)-A~‘(2u+c)-B~’a~’ 
3 sAtBg(u(s, t), u(s, t)) ds dt. sao,r,o,s+,<1 
Now 2a+b=2~z-w,l2+4rsin8sin(b=Jz-w,I2+Iz-w,l2~~Iw,-w,l2 
=2sin2# and 2a+c=~z-w,~2+(z+~,~2~~~w,+~,~2=2cos2~. 
When w is in the same quadrant as z, let w,=w, A=&--1, B=P-1, 
E = 3, g(u, u) = (1 - u)’ (1 - u)~; then the above shows that 
PO(z, eim)(sin2 4)’ (cos2 #)B is bounded (uniformly for w in the quadrant). 
For the other cases (E= 1 and 2) we will use (implicitly defined) 
functions gj(a, b, c) (1 < j < 5) on the region {(a, b, c): a, 6, c > 0, 
2u + b > 2 sin’ 4, 2a + c 2 2 cos’ 4, a + b + c < 4) (for each w,), satisfying 
06gjd (sin2 #))“-’ (costs))“-’ k,, with k, depending only on c( and /I. 
When w, is a reflection of IV, then G = 2 and A = a, B= B - 1 for 
w,=W, or A=u-1, B=/? for w,=-+. Then (B/&z)G,,,,(u,b,c)= 
-(A+B+~)GA,B,~ (a, 6, c) = -g,(a, b, ~)/a, and by integration 
G A,B,2(u, b, c) =g3(u, b, c) - (log a) g,(u, 6, c). This shows that Po(z, w) is 
comparable to a multiple of log Iz - WI or log Iz + $1. 
When wi = - w (a rotation of w), then E = 1, A = ~1, B = ,8. Integrate 
G A-B,2 with respect to a to obtain G,,,,,(u, b, c) =g,(u, b, c)- 
g,(a, b, c)a log a. Thus P,(u, w) is bounded in this region. 
When z or w lie on one of the axes, the kernel reduces to a single integral 
or ordinary hypergeometric function which can be handled with the 
analytic continuation formulas. For example, if z = x with 0 <x < 1, and 
w = e’“, then 
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/w-xl2 
PO(Zf w)= Iw+x~2’“+/l+I) 2f.l ( 
cr+/I+l,B+l 4xcosd .- 
2/I+l ’ lw+x12 > 
=IW-x[-221W+XI-2~2F, fl-aJ.4xcos~ 
( 2/l+ 1 ’lw+x12 > 
=Iw+xl-2”IW-xl-2fi2F, y:‘, -s ( > 
(bounded by a multiple of (sin2 4) pm for cos d > 0, cos 4 < 0, respectively). 
4. FURTHER REMARKS 
There is a singular integral associated to the Cauchy kernel 
C(z, w) = (1 - zW)-’ Po(zk, wk) (general case), namely 
(PV, principal value). This is a partial isometry on L2(h(eiB)’ de), and 
projects C,“=, a,#,(~) + I,“=, b,,$n(z) onto the first sum (with 
c,“=o (bn12+ lh12) lIdnIl:< m). 
Muckenhoupt and Stein [ 1 l] have studied the HP-theory of a transform 
for Gegenbauer series closely associated to C. Gasper in an unpublished 
note (from 1970, private communication) considered an analogous trans- 
form for Jacobi series. They did not have a differential-difference operator 
like T,,. Rather they used Cauchy-Riemann equations associated to the 
generalized axially symmetric potential, with significantly different equa- 
tions for the real and imaginary parts. 
There is a subtle difference between their kernels and the present ones. 
Essentially they considered conjugate Poisson kernels Q(z, w) with the 
following properties: 
(1) Q(z, w) is real; 
(2) for f~ L2(h(e’0)2 &), 
h(e’4)2 dcj is in ker T,, for IzI < 1; 
Uf(z) := j:.f(eib)[P(z, e@) + iQ(z, #)I 
(3) U(Re+,)(z)=d,(z) for n30. 
By way of example, for h(z) = 1Im zl’, $,- ,(z) = (-ad,(z) + (n + U) 
$,(z))/(n + 2~) see (2.1) and the operator Q is formally defined by Ql = 0, 
Q4,(z) = - $,(z), and Q($n- 1(z)) = Wn- ,(z) - Pl(n + 2x1) A,(z)), 
n3 1. On the other hand, let Qof(z) := -ic,,J”.f(e’))(2C(z, e@)- 
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P(z, e’“) - 1 )(sin* 4)” 4% then Q. 1 = 0, Qo4Jz) = - $,(z), Q,($H- 1(z)) 
= i$, ~ ,(z) for n > 1. This differs by a compact operator from Q. However, 
the kernel for Q, is of reasonably explicit form (see Theorem 2.1) while the 
kernel for Q appears intractable (in the sense that it requires at least a 
double integral). Because of this, the treatment of Q by Muckenhoupt and 
Stein is quite technical. 
Using formulas (3.1) and (3.2), a similar calculation can be made for the 
action of Q in the case h(x + iu) = (xIs Iv]‘. Again it differs by a compact 
operator (on L*(h(e”)* de)) from the operator induced by the kernel 
2C(z, w) - P(z, w) - 1. 
By use of known information about zeros of Gegenbauer and Jacobi 
polynomials one can show that dn(z) = 0 only when z = 0, for any dihedral 
group and weight function h. It is still an open question whether If(z 
can have a local minimum which is not a zero, when Thy(z) = 0 for all z 
in the disk. 
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